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Presentation Notes
From soda to water: a shift that is overdueMaking the healthy choice the easy choice – including how we assure that it is safe
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Safeguard your Health
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Water, not soda:  Part of this work is explaining why this matters – raising awareness of how important this behavior change can be for healthWhile other beverages do help keep us hydrated, we want to drink water INSTEAD of sugary beveragesWater is healthySugary drinks bring a lot of problems



Changes Over Time

Tuberculosis
Pneumonia
Vitamin deficiencies

Heart Disease
Cancer
Diabetes
Hypertension



What can one do to prevent 
chronic disease?

• Do not Smoke
• Do not eat too much saturated and trans fats, 

salt, and sugar



SSBs are the top sources of …

Table developed from 
Reedy, 2010
NHANES data 2003-2006
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Why do we zero in on sugary drinks? This table shows the sources of added sugars and of calories in the American diet, by age. We can see that --Two columns on the left show that SSBs are the largest single source of added sugar across all agesAs for calories, SSBs are the third largest single source of calories for all ages We can see this track up as kids get older - SSBs are the fifth largest single source of calories by later childhood-  look at 14-18 year olds.  SSBs become #1 source of calories for adolescentsConclusion:  SSBs are largest single source of added sugar for all age groups, including children. They are also a top source of calories.Source:  Table developed by NPI fromTop sources of added sugars and calories, from NHANES data analyzed by Reedy et al., 2010.In Reedy J, Krebs-Smith SM. Dietary sources of energy, solid fats, and added sugars among children and adolescents in the United States. J Am Diet Assoc 110(10):1477–84. 2010



We eat more if our sugar comes 
in liquid form

Liquid Sugar
(Only 9% Compensation 

of Calories)

Solid Sugar
(64% Compensation 

of Calories)

Mattes, 1996



Fact 1
The risk of overweight in children increases 
by 60% for each additional serving of SSB.

Ludwig, 2001



Fact 2

Children who drink 9 oz. 
or more of SSBs per day 

consume 200 more 
calories per day than 

those who do not.

Harnack, 1999



Fact 3

In adults, even one 12 oz. 
soda a day, independent of 

calories, increases 
cardiovascular risk by 1/3

Young, 2013



Fact 4

Women who consumed 1 or more 
SSBs per day,  had nearly double the 
risk of diabetes compared to women 

who consumed very few SSBs.

Schulze, 2004



What is the solution?



Safety

Access
Promotion

Water:
“First for 
Thirst”
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The solution is to help people make the switch from sugary drinks to water as their thirst quencher of choiceSo what do we do to make water First for Thirst?  Providing easy and appealing access to water is crucial.  And studies show that if we also provide drinking water education and promotion, it will boost consumption. But we do need to take that first step of ensuring the water is safe to drink.Today, I’ve been asked to talk about about this first step, tap water safety.  



Goal:  Drinking Water with Confidence

• Most tap water 
in the U.S. is safe

• But, there are 
times and places 
when it is not

• How do we 
identify and fix 
those times and 
places?
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We want Californians to drink low-cost tap water with confidence.We want to help them know, that most tap water is safeBut, there are times and places when it is notHow do we identify and fix those times and places?



“Plumbing 101”
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This graphic comes from one of our factsheets.  In our work to educate we find a lot of people don’t understand plumbing basics.  They need to understand where their water comes from, and how it can be contaminated.  Then they can know IF they should be worried about tap water contamination.Oftentimes, perception is the problem:  the water is safe but folks don’t trust itMost Californians get their tap water from their local utility.  Many others rely on their own water well.  In both cases, we need to attend to sourcewater contamination.  Once water leaves mains and enters building plumbing, IF there is lead in building plumbing it can leach or flake off into the water yielding elevated lead levels. Utility-applied corrosion control helps to prevent this from happening.The red type shows plumbing parts that can be lead-containing, especially the older they are.



Sourcewater contamination - CA

• Naturally-occurring 
arsenic

• Nitrates from 
fertilizers and waste

• Other and 
“emerging” 
contaminants
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Most utilities effectively filter out those source water contaminants that are regulated.  This includes the 2 principal contaminants in CA, arsenic and nitrates.However, there are 3 concerns to be aware of.  People on well water – the Safe Drinking Water Act requires them to test their own water but we don’t really know how effectively that happensUtilities that are not effectively treating water – in CA, almost 300 utilities, primarily small, rural and in the Valley, have consistent violationsContaminants that are not yet regulated and “emerging” or new contaminantsYou may have heard that last July CA started regulating 1,2,3-TCP. 1,2,3-Trichloropropane (TCP) is a man-made, carcinogenic drinking water contaminant found across the state.The State Water Resources Control Board voted to create a new legal limit, or maximum contaminant levelThe standard was set at the legal detection limit, the lowest level at which TCP can be detected in drinking water based on current technology, which is five parts per trillion (ppt).Most TCP contamination stems from the extensive application of pesticides containing TCP that were manufactured by Shell Oil and Dow Chemical Company prior to the 1990s. This graphic by Community Water Center highlights some of the issues.  Both CWC and Rural Community Assistance Corporation (RCAC) are active helpers and advocates for CA water quality and access.



California Water in Schools 
Program
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Today I’m zooming in on a current program in CAHow many are familiar with the Water in Schools program?This is an important opportunity for you to help our state check on school drinking water safety.  The program is overseen by the State Water Board and RCAC has been retained to provide TA



• Free, voluntary lead testing for CA public schools
Utilities required to provide testing
Schools must initiate testing request (up to 5 taps 

per school) from local water utility
• New bill (AB 746) mandates that schools must test 

drinking water for lead by July 2019

http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/drinking_water/certlic/drinkingwater/leadsamplinginschools.shtml
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The program has 2 parts.  Part 1 is testingUtilities are currently required to provide free lead testing for CA public schools – IF schools request itThe utiltiy will sample from up to 5 taps per school, for analysis by a certified labNew bill (AB 746) mandates that schools must test drinking water for lead by July 2019

http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/drinking_water/certlic/drinkingwater/leadsamplinginschools.shtml


• Funding prioritized for 
disadvantaged communities 
(DACs)

• DAC prioritization deadline 
June 30, 2018

• Guidelines available on 
website, applications being 
accepted

• Grant money must be spent 
out by 2021

https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/grants_loans/schools/

$9.5 million grant 
program 

for water access and 
quality improvement in 

schools
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Part 2 is the grant program –This is a $9.5M program to help schools improve their water quality and accessFunding is prioritized for small, disadvantaged communities through the end of June

https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/grants_loans/schools/


Completed 
testing,
by 
County

As of March 
25,2018
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Why am I saying you can help?This map that the Board provides and updates often, shows how many schools in each county have been testedAs you can see on the map -  a number of counties have done little or no testing yet.You can help with outreachEspecially to small disadvantaged community school districts, while they can still do a priority applicationI can provide a list of CA small DAC schoolsThe good news?  So far, most schools do not have problems with leadSo encourage them to test so they can boost tap water confidence!https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/drinking_water/certlic/drinkingwater/documents/leadsamplinginschools/map_school_lead_results.pdf



One more thing …
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Before I close …



Make it a beverage of choice

• Nomination process for DGAC
• Continue to educate
• Comments to USDA

Next steps:
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Public health advocates are working again to get a symbol for water on the MyPlate graphic, the primary nutrition teaching tool.  You are key educators in CA.  We need a strong, science-oriented Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee.  USDA will be accepting committee nominations in a couple of monthsWe need you to continue to educate about the importance of waterAnd your comments, submitted to USDA during public comment periods, are very powerful.



DrinkingWaterAlliance.org
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The National Drinking Water Alliance is a network of people working on drinking water issues across the country It’s coordinated by our officeOur website is a library of resources, news and information you can easily accessUnder each tab, resources are organized by settingPlease contact us



Christina Hecht, PhD
ceahecht@ucanr.edu

Pat Crawford, DrPH, RD
crawford@berkeley.edu

Thank 
you!
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